
ASSESSMENT FORM MASTER THESIS TOPICS

Assessment Form Master's Thesis is an instrument and a guideline for assessment of the master's thesis. the topic, but
has no insight.

A PMPP student thesis should correspond to an academic journal article in the public management and policy
field. There are two examiners on a master thesis, on internal examiner not the supervisor and one external
examiner. It must also be clear that the student has a good understanding of the literature. The committee
decides a whether the thesis is acceptable or not in strict accordance with examination criteria herein. It must
pursue analysis in addition to description, and the production of a line of reasoning going beyond mere reading
and a descriptive account of data where relevant. Presentation: The thesis must demonstrate competence in
mechanics of essay writing and expression. The External Examiner has the option of recommending a thesis
with a High Distinction designation. It is necessary for students to leave the School with an awareness of their
achievements and a clear perspective on areas where their cognitive abilities were enhanced. The main text of
a thesis for the International Relations Program IRP should contain at least 10, words but be no longer than 25,
words including any tables and figures or for quantitative theses between 70 and pages including tables,
equations and figures. In the oral examination, the student may be questioned on any aspect of the thesis and
will be asked to elaborate upon or defend issues arising from the literature review and the research plan
contained in the thesis. The way of describing each grade, with five indents and mainly as relative degreed
formulation in the national grade description is used consistently for the grades A, N, F. Indent iv is
particularly related to item 4 and 5, while indent v is related to item 6. In other words, the thesis must present a
coherently organized argument. Below is the five indents for the grade A presented. The thesis must be more
than a collection of manuscripts. Results, discussion and conclusion: Is there a clear and credible presentation
of analytical findings, discussion informed by previous research and theory, and endpoints in the form of
conclusions? The quality of expression is also very important. Method: Is the design, methods for data
collection, overview of empirical data and methods for data analysis, research ethics, validity and reliability
presented and justified for example with reference to the research questions? The table of contents page must
correspondingly give a clear indication of the structure of the thesis. In particular, elements of the thesis that
are considered to constitute original scholarship and an advancement of knowledge must be clearly indicated.
Are possible relevant consequences for mathematics teaching presented? Indent iii is not that prominent for
master thesis in mathematics education, but is partly related to items 3, 4 an 6 in relationship to independence,
choice of methods, justification of methods and in the ability to present analytical findings. Problem and aim:
Is the aim with the thesis and research questions clearly motivated, relevant and justified? The analysis and
discussion have an extremely good scientific foundation and justification, and are clearly linked to the topic
that is addressed. They will look for evidence of an appreciation of the range of different methodologies and of
how the chosen research design suits the topic, as well as its possible limitations. The oral defence can
maximum adjust the grade one level up or one level down. The range of questions may include topics that are
not discussed directly in the thesis but that are deemed relevant by individual members of the examining
committee. Structure, consistence and language: Is there internal consistence between the different parts of the
thesis, is there a clear and visible structure and language, are the formal guidelines for the structure of the
thesis followed in according with the desorption on: scope and layout. Spelling, grammar, correct use of
citations and construction of a bibliography must be impeccable. The thesis must be structured in an
appropriate academic style, containing those sub-sections required to organize the material with suitable
sub-headings to signify the progression and structure of its arguments. Only the members of the committee
may be present during the post-examination session. Theory and previous research: Is the presentation of
theory and overview of previous research relevant for the study and done in an independent way? The extent
of study points illustrate a difference in the amount of expected work done with the master thesis respectively
and working hours. The extent of supervision is according to our guidelines calculated to be twice as much for
a 60 study point master thesis compared to a 30 study point master thesis. Students should consult the
evaluation guide below for criteria employed by examiners in assessing a thesis. Indent ii measures in
particular elements in our items 1,2 and 3. Evaluation of the master thesis Items for assessment of master
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theses in mathematics education at UIA. Argument: The student must present a thesis and its reasoned
defense. Please also specifically evaluate the thesis for evidence of plagiarism. An IDP student thesis generally
corresponds to an academic journal article. The thesis should be at a high level of originality and should
examine a problem in depth. Link between items for assessment and the national grade descriptions of master
theses.


